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Summary. Most inherited hemostatic disorders exhibit incom-

plete penetrance andvariable expressivity,which canbebecause

of genetic or environmental interactions. This wide phenotypic

variability for a given disease can be partly explained by

modifier gene interactions.Modifier gene interactionshavebeen

described for VWD, TTP and venous thrombosis associated

with the factor VLeidenmutation.We have exploited advances

in mouse genetics in an effort to identify novel genetic loci that

may serve as candidate genetic modifiers for bleeding and

thrombosis in humans. We have identified several loci affecting

plasma VWF levels and have identified and characterized

mouse models of ADAMTS13 deficiency and Factor V Leiden

that could be useful for identifying novel genes contributing to

thrombosis risk in humans.
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Introduction

The development of a pressurized vertebrate vascular system

is a recent event in evolution to efficiently supply oxygen and

nutrients to every cell. Maintaining both the integrity and

patency of this type of vascular system is essential for the

viability of the organism. These functions were provided by

the evolution of the vertebrate hemostatic system [1].

Although it contains numerous controls to ensure operation

within the �normal� range, hemostasis is nevertheless sensitive

to perturbation by both genetic and environmental factors.

(Fig. 1).

Elucidation of the components of the coagulation cascade

and their role in regulating hemostatic balance has come in

large part from the study of human patients with inherited

bleeding or thrombotic diseases [2]. Wide variation in the

severity of bleeding or thrombosis among patients with the

same disorder can be attributed to genetic or environmental

interactions and manifests as either incomplete penetrance

or variable expressivity [3]. Incomplete penetrance results

when not every member of a population inheriting a

particular disease genotype also exhibits the disease pheno-

type. Differences in the range of symptoms and severity

among patients with the same disease is referred to as

variable expressivity.

A modifier gene is an inherited genetic variation which leads

to a qualitative or quantitative difference in any aspect of the

disease phenotype [4]. Modifier gene interactions have been

described for von Willebrand disease (VWD), thrombotic

thrombocytopenic purpura (TTP) and venous thrombosis

associated with the factor V Leiden (FVL) mutation [3]. We

and others have exploited advances in mouse genetics in an

effort to identify novel genetic loci that may serve as candidate

genetic modifiers for bleeding and thrombosis in humans

[5–10].

Identifying modifier genes of plasma VWF levels in the
mouse

Inbred mouse strains exhibit considerable naturally-occurring

genotypic and phenotypicvariations. Some of the most diver-

gentmouse strains aremore distantly related to each other than

are humans to chimpanzees [11]. Inbred mouse strains have

been shown to differ markedly in many hematologic param-

eters, including VWF levels, susceptibility to bleeding and

clinical assessments of blood coagulation such as the

prothrombin time (PT) and activated partial thromboplastin

time (APTT) [5,12,13]. In addition, specific thrombotic mouse

models often display varying phenotypes in different genetic

strain backgrounds [7,10]. For example, the wild-derived

castaneous mouse (CASA/RkJ) exhibits a ten- to twenty-fold

higher plasma VWF levels as compared with other inbred

strains [13,14].

Through a series of genetic crosses using the CASA/RkJ and

RIIIS/J mouse strains, we identified a modifier locus (Mvwf1)

responsible for low plasma VWF levels [13]. Mvwf1 controls

the expression of a glycosyltransferase gene called B4galnt2

(previously termed Galgt2). B4galnt2 is expressed in the

endothelium in the RIIIS/J mouse, whereas it is expressed
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primarily in intestinal epithelium in most other mouse strains

(and in humans). Endothelial expression of B4galnt2 results in

altered glycosylation of VWF, leading to accelerated clearance

from the circulation [15]. The Mvwf1 locus was initially

localized to a 300 Kb region upstream of the B4galnt2 gene

[13,15]. Subsequent analysis of a number of additional inbred

strains narrowed theMvwf1 region to a 30 Kb haplotype block

[16]. The Mvwf1 allele is also present in a number of wild-

caught mice, suggesting that this locus may be under evolu-

tionary selection in the wild, although the source of the

corresponding selective pressure is still unknown [17].

To identify additional genes contributing to the variability of

murine VWF, plasma levels were surveyed in additional mouse

strains. A/J was identified as a strain with low VWF levels that

are independent of the influence of the Mvwf1 allele [9].

Genomic analysis of F2 mice derived from an A/J X CASA/

RkJ cross identified three additional strain modifier loci

(Mvwf2-4) responsible for variation in plasma VWF level.

The major modifier,Mvwf2, mapped to the Vwf locus itself on

chromosome 6. A non-synonymous amino acid substitution

(R2657Q) on the CASA/RkJ Vwf allele results in significantly

increased VWF biosynthesis in vitro. The Mvwf2 locus

accounts for approximately 16% of the variation in plasma

VWF levels observed between the A/J and CASA/RkJ strains

[9].

Using a higher density marker scan and quantitative trait

loci (QTL) analysis, Mvwf3 and Mvwf4 were identified from

the same genetic cross as loci, which also contribute to the

genetic regulation of plasma VWF levels. These loci exert

effects primarily contingent upon being homozygous for the

CASA/RkJ Vwf alleles, suggesting epistatic interactions

between these modifiers and the Vwf locus. Interestingly,

Mvwf3 andMvwf4 exhibit conservation of syntenywith regions

on human chromosomes 1, 5 and 6 identified by the GAIT

study [8]. Conserved synteny involves two or more genes being

grouped in a specific chromosomal region in one species, and

also being grouped in an equivalent chromosomal region in

another species [18]. These data suggest that orthologs of

gene(s) within the Mvwf3 and Mvwf4 candidate intervals may

also be relevant as modifiers of plasma VWF in humans.

Strain-specific modifier loci in the ADAMTS13-deficient
mouse

Deficiency of ADAMTS13 caused by autoantibodies is

responsible for most cases of acquired TTP, whereas genetic

mutation in theADAMTS13 gene is themajor cause of familial

TTP [19]. Incomplete penetrance is evident in familial TTP,

with some patients presenting in the neonatal period, and with

others, often in the same family, not identified until late

childhood or adulthood. In addition, patients with the same

ADAMTS13 mutation can demonstrate considerable variabil-

ity in disease severity.

Mice homozygous-deficient for ADAMTS13 exhibit no

signs of TTP-like disease on the C57Bl/6J genetic background

[20]. However, when ADAMTS13-deficient mice were ana-

lyzed on a mixed C57Bl/6J-CASA/RkJ genetic background, a

subset exhibited spontaneous thrombocytopenia and histologic

findings resembling human TTP. Similar findings could be

induced in the majority of mixed background ADAMTS13-

deficient mice administered with shigatoxin, though no changes

were observed in ADAMTS13-deficient mice on the C57Bl/6J

genetic background. These data suggest the existence of

strain-specific modifier gene(s) in the CASA/RkJ strain

that act as a susceptibility factor for either spontaneous or

shiga-toxin-induced TTP in the setting of ADAMTS13

deficiency [20]. Identification of the specific underlying genes

could provide important insight into the pathogenesis of

human TTP.

Utilizing the Factor V Leiden mouse model to identify
thrombosis modifiers

Similar to VWD and TTP, predisposition to venous thrombo-

sis can be heavily influenced by mutations in a single gene and/

or combinations of genes. Venous thrombosis has been

hypothesized to be oligogenic [21] with a handful of genetic

variants in various combination(s) contributing to the risk [22],

although many of these remain to be identified.

FVL is the most common inherited risk factor for venous

thrombosis, with an allele frequency of approximately 0.025 in

European-derived populations [2]. FVL is estimated to account

for up to 25 percent of the genetically-attributable thrombosis

risk in humans [23]. However, penetrance is low, with only

10% of FVL heterozygotes and 80% of homozygotes devel-

oping thrombosis in their lifetimes. The severity of thrombosis

also varies widely among affected individuals [2].

The incomplete penetrance and variable expressivity of

clinical thrombosis among FVL patients can at least partially

be explained by genetic interactions between FVL and other

known thrombotic risk factors, such as heterozygous deficiency

of antithrombin III, protein C or protein S, as well as the

common prothrombin 20210 polymorphism [2]. However, less

than 2%of FVL heterozygotes would be expected to co-inherit

one or more of these risk factors, suggesting that a large

number of additional genetic variants interacting with FVL

that may increase or decrease susceptibility to thrombosis are
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Fig. 1. Thrombotic potential of the coagulation system. With minor

fluctuations, the system is designed to operate in the �normal� (gray) range,
as indicated by the white gauge arrow. Genetic modifier genes either

reducing or increasing (light gray arrows) the thrombotic potential of the

system will cause systemic malfunction (hatched zones), where there is a

heightened susceptibility to either bleeding or thrombosis.
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yet to be identified. However, recent genetic studies in human

thrombosis patients (with or without FVL) have failed to

provide convincing evidence for identifying additional novel

thrombosis susceptibility genes or genetic modifiers of FVL

[21,23,24].

Mice carrying the ortholog of the human FVL mutation

exhibit a mild-to-moderate prothrombotic phenotype, closely

resembling the human disorder, with a similarly more severe

thrombosis in homozygotes [25]. Not surprisingly, genetic

interactions have been observed in FVL mice. In the initial

report, an interaction of the 129Sv mouse strain with

homozygous FVL was observed, with an approximately

30% mortality observed on the 129 strain background [25].

A synthetic lethal interaction between FVL homozygosity

(FVQ/Q) and heterozygosity for tissue factor pathway

inhibitor (TFPI+/)) was also observed, with nearly all mice

with this lethal genotype combination (FVQ/Q TFPI+/))

succumbing to widespread, systemic thrombosis in the

immediate perinatal period on the C57Bl/6J genetic back-

ground [26].

Mutagenesis screens provide a powerful tool for the

dissection of molecular pathways in vivo, and have long been

used as a standard tool in model organisms including C.

elegans,D. melanogaster andD. rerio. Similar approaches have

also been successfully applied in mice to explore genetic

networks regulating a variety of processes, including coat color

[27], hearing [28], circadian rhythm [29], and the innate immune

response [30]. N-ethyl N-nitrosourea (ENU) is generally the

mutagenic agent of choice, inducing germline mutations at a

rate ten- to fifteen-fold greater than the endogenous back-

ground in untreated mice [30].

A variation of the ENU mutagenesis approach employs a

genetic, chemical, or environmental sensitizer to focus on a

specific phenotype of interest. For example, a recent

mutagenesis screen in thrombopoietin receptor-deficient mice

uncovered a previously unappreciated role of the c-Myb

gene as a dominant modifier of circulating platelet number

[31].

We are using the synthetic lethality of the FVQ/Q TFPI+/)

genotype as a phenotypic screen for thrombosis modifier genes

[3]. Thus, this screen is dependent upon the lethality associated

with FVQ/Q TFPI+/) genotype and aims to find coagulation

modifier genes that lessen the severity of thrombosis in these

mice, thereby restoring viability to mice carrying the FVQ/Q

TFPI+/) genotype. It is hoped that this screen will identify a

large subset of dominantly acting genes encoding critical

regulators of hemostasis. Common polymorphisms in these

genes could explain a significant portion of the incomplete

penetrance and variable expressivity among human patients

with factor V Leiden.

In summary, we have used animal models to identify genetic

loci influencing plasma VWF factors. In addition, we have

identified and characterized animal models of ADAMTS13

deficiency and Factor V Leiden that could be useful for

identifying novel genes/genetic modifiers contributing to

thrombosis risk. Any genetic variants isolated in these studies

should provide new insights into the overall regulation of

hemostasis and facilitate the development of future novel

therapeutic interventions.
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